
Quite Rather

Name: Date: __/__/20__

Tom seized hold of it, and pulling it carefully in, landed landed another fine
trout, while Harry stood by, looking _________ sheepish.
1.

rather

It is _________ true that this system, after all the improvements suggested
by the experience of sixty years, still needs improvement, and that it was at
first far more defective than it now is.

2. quite

The police bureau was doing its best to reply promptly to the petition; one
appeal was _________ sufficient to set the office in motion, and once in
motion matters would go far.

3.
quite

The newcomer accepted Mrs. Morrison's invitation _________ shyly,
looking as if she had a mind to carry the baby off by main force.
4. rather

Larry took the dish eagerly and gulped down the _________ insipid and
tasteless food.
5. rather

Finally, one of these greetings was overheard by a man who was standing
a few yards distant; he turned sharply to look at the woman addressed, then
approached her _________ hesitatingly.

6.

rather

A needle of this sort went in more easily than a round one, but even then it
was _________ wearisome to push it through three thicknesses of stout
buckskin.

7.
rather

The Mongols of the village were _________ disappointing, for many of
them show a strong element of Chinese blood.
8. rather

My volume of verse passed but slowly through the press; and as I had
begun to look _________ ruefully forward to its appearance, there was no
anxiety evinced on my part to urge it on.

9.
rather

It is _________ clear that the tax must fall on the consumer.10. quite

He thought his greeting was acknowledged, but could not be _________
sure.
11. quite
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The undertaking was generally regarded as bold, or _________ rash; but
the event amply justified the confidence with which Steele relied on the fertility
of Addison's genius.

12. rather

One of the men was fat and short and had little eyes and a bald head,
which he was now mopping vigorously with a _________ soiled handkerchief.
13.

rather

This is _________ compatible with the action of natural selection.14. quite

He had had _________ enough of it for a lifetime, and the
catch-contradictions of the household now made him shudder.
15. quite

His father looked on at this _________ scornfully, and unexpectedly came
to the range himself to dissuade his son in time from carrying out his foolish
purpose, if, as he supposed, Karl knew nothing about shooting.

16. rather

The Duke promised not to urge him, and being _________ satisfied with
him, treated him with more kindness than ever before.
17. quite

The plain carriage which had satisfied his uncle had been succeeded by
an elegant coach, and the sober but _________ slow horse by a pair of
spirited steeds.

18.
rather

In a quarter or two after publication of the article-or in a year or two-we
make no objection to giving our note at nine months; provided always that we
can so arrange our affairs as to be _________ certain of a 'burst up' in six.

19.

quite

She was never _________ sure of Aunt Priscilla.20. quite
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